
Easy Data Entry
The PA966 is the latest addition to the Unitech family of Microsoft 

CE.Net based rugged mobile computers - designed for applications that 
require a more complete keypad for fast data entry.  The PA966's blue 

keypad backlight can be switched on for dimly lit working environments 
or switched off to maximize operation time.

Reliability
The PA966 is optimized to withstand cold and heat (-4˚F to 122˚F, 

-20˚C to 50˚C), which makes it ideal for outdoor use in harsh conditions.  
The PA966 keeps its large screen image crisp and clear with its 

temperature-controlled LCD panel.  The rugged PA966 can withstand 4 
feet (1.2 meter) drops to a concrete floor, and is IP64 sealed to resist 

water splashes and dust.

Scalability & Flexibility
The PA966 features an integrated Bluetooth module for short - range 

wireless communication.  Two free slots (one PCMCIA and one CF) are 
also available to suit most connectivity requirements, and makes the 

PA966 forward compatible with the latest RFID technology.  Unitech 
offers various models equipped with 2D laser scanners or image capture 

devices for barcode and image capturing.

Affordable Value
The combination of the feature-packed PA966 and Unitech's excellent 
after-sales support makes the PA966 a compelling choice for mobile 
applications; especially field service, asset management, route accounting, 
document tracking, and document verification. The PA966 shares the same 
accessories as most other current PA9xx models, enabling users to have 
a mixed deployment of terminals while protecting their investment at lower cost.

Main Features
   Microsoft WinCE.NET 5.0 Professional plus
   Intel 400 MHz 32 bits PXA255 CPU
   240 by 320 large display supports 256K color providing brilliant  & vivid display
   2D Imager or linear laser scanner
   RFID Reader enabled (via PCMCIA Slot)
   Transflective TFT Backlit color screen providing brilliant & vivid display
   Backlit 36-key keypad, including numeric, alpha and function keys
   Bluetooth on board
   1 PCMCIA Slot & 1 CF Slot
   Operating temperature -4°F to 122°F (-20°C to 50°C) depending on  
   configuration
   IP64 sealing against water & dust
   4 Feet (1.2M) Free drop to concrete floor - minimum  
   downtime
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